
MALE: Our session today Knights of the Hill: Keys to the Castle.  Our presenters are from the Norwin 

School District.  So, we have Lisa Banasick.  She is a school psychologist who is currently the acting 

assistant principal at Hillcrest Intermediate School.  And she is a member of the School-Wide Positive 

Behavior Intervention and Support Core Team.  Here's Lisa.  I'm trying to get out of the way here.  We 

have Rose Dvorchak is currently the principal at Hillcrest Intermediate School.  Rose is a member of the 

School-Wide Positive Behavior Intervention and Support Team -- Core Team.  And--oh, Scott, you were 

here.  You just weren't bolded.  Here we go.  Scott Patrick teaches sixth grade Social Studies and 

Language Arts at Hillcrest Intermediate School.  Scott is a member of the School-Wide Core Team as 

well.  And Maggie Zimmer is the Director of Special Education and Student Services at Norwin School 

District.  She is the district level coach for the school-wide team at Hillcrest.  So, please join me in 

welcoming the team from Norwin School District. 

ROSEMARIE DVORCHAK: Thank you very much.  I'm Rosemarie Dvorchak and I'd like to start off with 

the way we begin every morning at Hillcrest is may reading words of wisdom.  This one is about respect, 

laughing at others.  There's an old German proverb that goes like this, "People show their character by 

what they laugh at.  Comedians stumble and fall and spurt and stammer to make as laugh not just at 

them but at ourselves."  In other words they invite us to laugh with them.  So, why isn't it okay to laugh 

when a fellow student stumbles or falls or spurts or stammers?  Well, boys and girls and staff, there is a 

big difference between laughing with a comedian or someone who is deliberately trying to make us laugh 

and laughing at someone who isn't.  Remember, it's one thing to laugh and it's another thing to make 

others feel ashamed.  The next time a fellow student does something you're tempted to laugh at, be 

respectful and ask this question, "Am I laughing with her or at her?"  With something to think about, this is 

Mrs. Dvorchak, make it a great day or not, the choice is yours.  That is the way we begin everyday at 

Hillcrest.  It is from a program called Project Wisdom.  The information is at the back of your handout if 

you printed that off the web -- off the site.  And it is a great way to infuse Character Education, School-

Wide Positive Behavior Support all within that very simple message to children in a very non-threatening 

manner so that the children really understand and you noticed I threw in there staff and students because 

I want staff to also hear these messages.  It's for them, too.  And so, it's a great positive re-enforcer as to 

what we expect in behavior from every member of our building.  A little bit about Hillcrest Intermediate 

School.  We are -- well, first of all the keys to learning, you know, what to expect during this session is 

that you're going to be able to identify the value blending all the support programs that we have in 

conjunction with School-Wide Positive Behavior Support.  We do have a number of programs that we're 

going to outline through out the presentation.  And also can you recognize the risk factors in the early 

stages of school-wide to guide your implementation.  Hillcrest is an intermediate building.  It's a five, six 

building for Norwin School District.  We have approximately 800 students in our building.  We house all 

the students from Norwin.  They first -- they first come to us in fifth grade.  They're only there for two 

years.  So, it's not that we have a lot of time to really create a strong impact but we try to do everything 

we can to really positively influence them before they move on to the middle school which is a seven, 



eight building and then on to high school from ninth through twelfth grade.  We do have four K-4 buildings 

in our district so we are getting students from all four buildings when they enter to fifth grade.  You could 

see some of the demographics there.  We're outside of the Pittsburgh -- outside of Pittsburgh, 25 minutes 

away, it is student-teacher ratio 16 teachers to -- or 16 students to a teacher.  So, it's a pretty good school 

district and, you know, our children really do come to us with a lot of positive background from their 

parents.  So, it makes it a lot easier for us to implement a lot of things going on.  I'd like to explain a little 

bit about the graphic that you're looking at right now.  When we were putting this process together we 

wanted show how school-wide really encompasses a lot of the programs that we currently have in place.  

So, school-wide is around the whole circle.  And then we have our Character Education Program, RtII, 

Reality Tour and SAP along with the School Based Behavior Health and so all of those have a lot of 

commonalities and similarities with one another.  And of course school-wide being the common thread 

that runs through each one of them.  And I believe Maggie is going to now talk about a little bit about SAP 

and about SBBH. 

MAGGIE ZIMMER: Hillcrest just had second place through a number of years, that's well-established but 

we just began with School Based Behavioral Health two years ago.  In fact we started with School Based 

Behavioral Health the same -- beginning the same year that we applied for the grant for School-Wide 

Behavior Support.  So, we already had -- what I noticed about Hillcrest was they already had a lot of 

supports in place and it seemed like School-Wide Behavior Support would be a perfect addition to their 

already full compliment of support for students.  The SAP Team at Hillcrest is called e-NEST and as you 

know the e-NEST Team -- can you go back one?  I'm sorry.  Thanks.  The e-NEST Team -- everyone is 

familiar with SAP and e-NEST, I'm assuming, yes?  The e-NEST Team is a systematic approach to 

identifying students who are at risk and providing interventions as opposed to any kind of a treatment and 

the e-NEST Team facilitates collaboration.  We also have now the School Based Behavioral Health or we 

have -- we have IP-based services and we also have outpatient-based services.  Okay.  The e-NEST 

Team, last year 2012 won the Distinguished SAP Team Award from the state.  One thing that makes the 

Hillcrest SAP Team so strong is they have such a -- an administrative presence in every meeting.  We 

have an administrator and Rose really is the administrator who guides that process through the entire 

year for that team.  The preventions project through interventions is where we receive our training and we 

also send new members every year so that we're constantly adding to our team so a multi -- or multi-

disciplinary teams.  Our teams always are comprised of Special Ed teachers, guidance councilors, 

administrators, school psychologist.  We have team maintenance days that we do three days a year of 

team maintenance.  We have consultation and then we do SAP Team updates.  And I think we have a 

video next.  This is done a few years ago. 

[VIDEO BEGINS] ALL: We are the Hillcrest e-NEST Team. 

ROSEMARIE DVORCHAK: Hello, I'm Mrs. Dvorchak, your very own principal and a member of the 

Hillcrest e-NEST Team.  The e-NEST program at Norwin is what you may be familiar with from 



elementary school.  As you continue to watch this video, the members of our team will explain the values 

of the program to you.  Later today, our homeroom teachers will pass out a pamphlet for your parents that 

explain the e-NEST program. 

MRS. TEEMS: My name is Mrs. Teems so I'm a member of the e-NEST Team at Hillcrest along with Mrs. 

Dvorchak, our principal.  You will also find Mr. Henderson on our team along with our guidance personnel 

Mrs. Dowling and Mr. Conrad.  Mrs. Ebitt, our sixth grade teacher is on the team and Mrs. Lafferty, our 

nurse.  Mrs. Saluga from Westmoreland County is also a member of the team. 

MRS. LAFFERTY: I am Mrs. Lafferty one of the school nurses at Hillcrest Intermediate School.  Both Mrs. 

Cook and I are members of the e-NEST Team.  I will discuss the topic of confidentiality as it relates to the 

e-NEST Program at Hillcrest.  An important aspect of the e-NEST process is confidentiality.  Another 

word for confidentiality is privacy.  The Norwin School District respects and maintains confidentiality 

throughout the e-NEST process.  Simply stated, this means that each situation that is brought to the 

attention of the e-NEST program is kept private.  The situation is managed with the e-NEST Team, family 

and outside agencies if necessary.  All of these people maintain a high level of privacy when working with 

students who are involved in the e-NEST process. 

MRS. DOWLING: Hello, my name is Mrs. Dowling.  I'm one of the guidance counselors here at Hillcrest.  

I'm also a member of the e-NEST Team.  You may be asking yourself what happens once an e-NEST 

referral is made.  A member from the e-NEST Team checks the e-NEST box in the guidance office 

regularly.  When the team meets each week, the referral is discussed and a member from the team will 

meet with the student who was referred.  thank you. 

MR. CONRAD: I'm Mr. Conrad.  A lot of you are probably wondering, who can refer students to e-NEST.  

Your teachers, counselors, administrators, the nurses, the school staff and anyone that you see around 

the building can make a referral to e-NEST, you yourself can make a referral if you feel that you have 

concerns that are great enough.  Now, this is just a short list of the number of people but anyone who 

sees any concern in a student can make a referral. 

MR. HENDERSON: Hello, I'm Mr. Henderson a member of the e-NEST team.  You've already heard 

about who can refer for e-NEST and you've learned what e-NEST is.  I'm going to speak to you about 

when to refer someone for e-NEST.  When a friend of yours or a student down demonstrate a change in 

behavior, attitude and their academic performance.  When a student or friend of yours expresses 

hopelessness, helplessness, worthlessness or confusion refer them to E-NEST.  When a student or a 

friend of yours develops eating, sleeping or grooming changes you need to refer them to e-NEST.  When 

a friend of yours or a student is experiencing a personal or family crisis and or a loss refer them to e-

NEST.  When a friend of yours or a student withdraws associate from family, friends, or teachers please 

refer them to e-NEST.  Another time to refer someone is when there are suspicion of drug and or alcohol 

abuse.  These are when you should refer someone for e-NEST. 



MRS. EBITT: Hi, I'm Mrs. Ebitt, I'm also part of the e-NEST Team.  I'll tell you how you can make a 

referral.  We have referral forms here in the guidance office, it looked like this.  And you could just come 

down here during activity period, during homeroom, whenever you have a chance maybe before or after 

lunch and fill out this form, and then you can just fold it up like so, and then it goes inside this bird nest 

here.  So you would just put that in and it's completely confidential. 

ROSEMARIE DVORCHAK: Now, that you've met the members of the Hillcrest Intermediate e-NEST 

Team and learned about e-NEST, we want to remind you that we work as a team to help and support 

Norwin students at Hillcrest.  There is always a place to ask for help when it is needed. 

ALL: We are the Hillcrest e-NEST Team. 

ROSEMARIE DVORCHAK: The e-NEST Team and Program at Norwin -- stop.  You turn it off.  Now, that 

you've met the members of the--can I start it over? 

SUE TEEMS: Our team and we have a liaison from Westmoreland County, her name is Mrs. Saluga -- 

that's not her name.  We have a Westmoreland County personnel, Mrs. Saluga.  Thank you for listening. 

MR. HENDERSON: This has a -- if you have a suspicion, yeah? 

MR. CONRAD: The first things to e-NEST, well, the answers are… 

MRS. LAFFERTY: Mrs. Cook and I are members of the e-NEST Team. 

MRS. EBITT: Do this. 

FEMALE: Okay. 

MRS. EBITT: Do this. 

FEMALE: Okay. 

MRS. EBITT: Do this. 

FEMALE: Okay. 

MRS. EBITT: Do this. 

FEMALE: Okay. 

ROSEMARIE DVORCHAK: Aren't you glad you joined this? 

ALL: Yeah. 

MRS. LAFFERTY: Yeah, I'm really glad. [VIDEO ENDS] 

ROSEMARIE DVORCHAK: That's the e-NEST video that we have given to St. Vincent College in for the -

- their training and of course they take great pride in sharing that with everybody.  That is a few years old, 

we since have a new one.  This was actually made by some of our high school students, so, we always 

try to use our own resources within our district.  The students came up and took this and then put it 

together so it's always enjoyable.  So our next intervention that we have, our program that we have is 

Reality Tour.  How many have ever heard of Reality Tour, could I see a show of hands anybody?  All 

right.  It is a drug and alcohol prevention program and it has a very high success rate.  The drug and 



alcohol program was actually -- it began with CANDLE Incorporated and it began up in Butler County.  

We started using it three years ago when our superintendent, our new superintendent, came to our 

district and brought the program with him, his knowledge of it and asked us at Hillcrest, asked me to 

please start to look in to it and see what we can do about employing that in to our district because as we 

all know, there isn't one district around that does not have some type of substance abuse program with 

their children.  And so this is a proactive program, a program to get children involved with their parents to 

learn about the problems with drug and alcoholism and to also know how to say no.  Their success of this 

program is a three-hour interactive program with parents.  The success of the program is the fact that it's 

not done in school at an assembly with your peer sitting next to you, laughing about incidents or 

information being presented because they don't know how to process the information.  The success is the 

fact that mom and dad are sitting next to you and that's the only way you can go to the program.  Parents 

have to be involved, they pay five dollars to attend the program and it is three hours long, it is intensive, it 

is a reality check on what really happens.  So the scenarios are acted out by volunteers but it really hits 

home with children and with parents.  It is award winning program and so if you do not have the program 

in this area, you might want to look at the back of the packet, there's information on how you can contact 

and start your own program here.  We're fortunate because our program is located -- originally, it's 

located in Greensburg Court House and because of the fact that so many school districts were utilizing 

that program at the Court House, they were overcrowded and were looking for another source, because I 

began with that program, they asked if we could at Norwin set up our own site.  I definitely could not be 

the person in charge of that, so, I went the Norwin Lions Club and they graciously accepted and they 

became the supporters and the founders of the Norwin Reality Tour Program which is filled every month 

to capacity.  We can take 80 people who come and we have it filled to 80.  That's parents and their 

children going through the program.  Excellent program, an opportunity for them to learn how to say no, 

the strategies on how parents can provide strategies for their children in specific situations where there's 

so much peer pressure about drugs and alcoholism.  Here's some information that the parents and the 

students have provided some comments after every one of the tours, they do ask for their input and their 

feedback.  Some very poignant comments and you can definitely see what the young children that, you 

know, like that 11 year old that says, "This is a great program, I will always say no to drugs," shows that 

drugs aren't cool at all and parents, you know, it's really an eye opener for them.  They're going to monitor 

their child's cell phone, it's wonderful that you teach parents but the thing that we've noticed with this 

program is that many parents are really naïve to the fact that their child might be around children who are 

doing drugs or their child might even be the ones who will start to engage in this type of risky behavior.  

And so, you know, it's just a matter of providing the education but with their child so that it opens the door 

for communication.  So once again, we are trying to help parents, help children understand that they own 

their own actions, and they -- they're responsible for them because along with that comes consequences.  

So at this time, we've now completed, you know, a little bit of information about SAP and SBBH, about 



our Reality Tour and now we're going to talk a little bit -- Lisa's going to talk a little bit about RtII and how 

that common -- there's commonality across all three of these so far. 

LISA BANASICK: Our district this year has embraced Response to Instruction and Intervention.  We are 

looking at utilizing RtII throughout the entire school district.  We are in the process at Hillcrest and if you 

know anything about RtII, you know it's a three to five year implementation process.  So we're very much 

in the infancy stages of our RtII Program.  The key words here are really intervention matched to student 

need.  Being a school psychologist as my background we would see many sad stories where students 

had waited and waited and kind of flailed in regular education programs that were not meeting their needs 

and the ultimate result was they ended up in a special education classroom.  When we're looking at 

utilizing Response to Instruction and Intervention, we will be doing assessments on an ongoing base -- on 

an ongoing basis, progress monitoring.  Starting before it's a huge problem, really getting those 

interventions matched to the student's needs very early in the process.  It's a problem solving approach, 

it's a -- it's a teamed approach.  We have a few tools in our toolbox this year to begin our implementation, 

our Response to Instruction and Intervention.  One of those is OnHand Schools' software.  We're just 

starting to do some in-servicing with our teachers within school.  It's just a warehouse of data that we can 

have at our fingertips to make educational decisions.  New for the upcoming school year will be 

enrichment and remediation time.  We are actually going to have some time build in to our schedule.  It 

will be around our three lunch periods to provide time that once we do our assessments to determine 

what students need what interventions, they will be able to receive those interventions on a regular basis, 

it'll be built right in to our schedule.  Our district has also taken the initiative of purchasing AIMSweb, it's a 

progress monitoring tool.  We'll be using it primarily for reading and math, progress monitoring.  Also, we'll 

have the 3-Tiered structure comment to Response to Instruction and Intervention.  And we're looking 

forward to brainstorming with our team at Hillcrest.  This is our district pyramid and what it looks like.  So 

across the district, you can see the assessments, interventions and progress monitoring areas.  And 

some of those areas are under development because prior to -- really, the last couple of weeks, we 

decided on AIMSweb.  So that will be our progress monitoring tool that we'll be using.  We're very proud 

at Hillcrest to be a School-Wide Positive Behavior Support Building.  That, you know, when you look at 

that pyramid, one half is the academic, increasing that academic engagement for students having that 

behavioral piece to address the social and emotional issues is going to be just outstanding. 

ROSEMARIE DVORCHAK: Well, now that we've gone through now up to RtII, the next one is Character 

Education.  And Character Education also came to us last year through our district as a K-12 Program 

that we decided we needed to -- we actually had a core team that worked two years prior to that, learning 

about Character Education and learning about all the character traits, the history of Character Education 

through time and then what was the best approach in order to roll it out to our district as a K-12 new 

initiative.  This year, we only rolled it out through sixth grade.  It's being rolled out next year from -- in the 

secondary level.  And so, of course, everything is about consistency and it's that common thread, once 

again, that is what School-Wide Positive Behavior Support is all about is that consistency in teaching, 



certain behaviors and talking about certain traits that you want to see modeled on a consistent basis by 

children and staff.  And so the district did put together a Character Education team, a core team across 

the district that really the key players were members of all faculty areas.  So we had everybody from 

central office, school board members including the community members and then some staff members 

from each one of the buildings and the grade levels.  So we really had a nice look at Character Education 

and how would it affect everybody regardless of the grade level.  And so within the Character Education 

Program, what is it?  Well, it's a comprehensive character -- it addresses many tough issues while 

developing that positive school culture.  Once again, coming back to the school culture and we identify 

the number of traits, had a lot of discussion, came up with a mission statement in order to make sure that 

we could support that positive culture and create that culture even if it wasn't there or if it was there to 

really magnify it and make it better.  We started to -- how does it support school-wide?  Well, we have 

goal setting and actually our counselors at Hillcrest have implemented our goal setting within -- or the 

Character Education within their goal setting program.  So at the beginning of the year, we take each one 

of those traits and they explain it to all the children, they have a packet that they follow monthly and it's 

about each one of the traits that are rolled out during that month.  The teachers talk about those traits, 

there are lesson plans around each one of those traits in addition to auxiliary materials that teachers can 

use or information or materials they're currently using within their curriculum.  So we weren't giving them 

anything extra to try and plan for.  We said, you know, "This is the area that you're teaching and in 

Literature, these are the stories you currently read.  Let's look and see what traits can you really tap into 

and reflect on."  So that has already been done for each -- for the staff for each grade level.  So we have 

our counselors, like I said, at Hillcrest who are implementing it and said, "This is a perfect way to infuse 

Character Education into goal setting at the same time tapping in and re-enforcing school-wide by doing it 

all at the same time."  We did come up with a mission statement; our mission statement is over on the 

right-hand side you can see.  And then of course, these are the goals, our goals are of course to end 

bullying and then to improve professional relationships between students and all the professional staff 

members, to create that platform for students to build the attributes of good character and then, of course, 

an opportunity for professional development and an opportunity to improve service learning.  So, with all 

that in mind, we went on then to identify by the months the seven character traits that we at Norwin felt 

were the most important traits to really -- to re-introduce or re-emphasize and of course, we have a 

fabulous community that is very supportive.  And we always try to remind our parents and I do this 

through my coffee klatches during my parent meetings with them, for whole grade levels or parent 

conference time to re-enforce that we are re-enforcing what they're doing at home.  And so within those 

traits, you know, you could see from September to April and May, we've identified the traits that we're 

going to focus in on.  And what that means is, we're not forgetting the rest of those traits, but they're going 

to spend more time talking about them, there will be an explicit lesson that will go along with each of 

those traits.  And our counselors over the intercom system at the beginning of each of those months, talks 

about the trait, what it means, defines it and then has the -- have the children take our their packets and 



at that time, they will look at that month, identify the trait and in that area for that month, how are they 

going to try and meet the success of that trait.  So, for instance, if it's for about responsibility in October, 

how are they, what actions will they take in order to practice becoming a more responsible student, to be 

more responsible in school, at home, with their friends.  So we talk about that, but then we asked them to 

write it down.  Now, this isn't anything that we're grading, this becomes a self reflection packet, but then it 

is talked about throughout class time and teachers are asked to infuse all of this information within 

everything they do for that entire month.  And that has been a very successful program for us.  Now, our 

counselors in order to share this with the children thought it would be nice to have the children actually 

create their own little video and this is how they rolled it out to the students body. 

[VIDEO BEGINS] STUDENT 1: Do you respect your -- do you respect yourself, do you respect others and 

do you respect properties? 

STUDENT 2: What does your teacher mean when they say take responsibility for your work? 

STUDENT 3: Would you stand up to a bully? 

STUDENT 4: Do you think how your actions affect others? 

STUDENT 5: Do you play by the rules? 

STUDENT 6: Do you tell the truth? 

STUDENT 7: Do you try to learn from your mistakes? 

STUDENT 8: What is character education? [VIDEO ENDS] 

ROSEMARIE DVORCHAK: All right.  So, that was what the children had put together as a little 

introduction, just to ask, impose those questions to their peers and then of course we have two -- I'll show 

you just two of the character traits that the peers, the children actually explained on the shields that we 

had.  So, the first one is on Respect and then we'll do Responsibility. 

[VIDEO BEGINS] STUDENT: Respecting your words and actions, appreciate the unique qualities of 

yourself and others, and treat others and their belongings with consideration.[VIDEO ENDS] 

[VIDEO BEGINS] STUDENT: Responsibility, in your words and actions with full commitments and be 

accountable.[VIDEO ENDS] 

MAGGIE ZIMMER: Okay.  The next, we have to look at the Self-Assessment.  Before we wrote the grant, 

we looked at the discipline referrals for the previous year and it really looked like, most of the students 

were getting referrals for not doing their homework and the consequence for not doing their homework 

was they had to go to lunch detention.  So -- and as the year progressed, the numbers of students in 

lunch detention increased rather than decreased.  So, that was really the only discipline data we had to 

go on prior to writing the grant.  Once we got involved with the grant, we did a school-wide survey and 

you'll see the results of that in just a minute.  We looked at our discipline referral to see if we were tapping 

in all the areas we really needed to do to have all the information.  And we did a school-wide review of the 

data and then on the first day of training, we developed a matrix and that was generally I think the training 



might include just a core team and then roll it out to the entire staff, but we made the decision that we 

wanted to roll it out to the entire staff on day one, which I think it worked for us.  It was probably the best 

solution for us.  And the results of the data indicate that we have, as far as risk items, we had illegal drugs 

and alcohol, we had bullying or harassment and -- I'm sorry, bullying, harassment, illegal drugs and 

alcohol, and poverty, sorry.  And I think those -- that probably might have been somewhat of a surprise to 

the staff, but you know, you can't really argue with the data.  That was -- that was the data that we 

collected.  So, those were the risk factors and then the next slides are the protection factors.  So, for 

protection we had high learning expectations, teacher-student relationships, and a positive learning 

climate.  So, we had a good ratio of positive factors, protective factors against those risk factors.  So, the 

first day we spent developing the behavior matrix based on all of the data that we collected in January.  

Okay.  I think Lisa is going to go over some of the SWIS data. 

LISA BANASICK: We've been using the School-wide Information System (SWIS), to keep track of our 

discipline referrals.  And this is just some data from earlier in the year that you can take a look at and 

earlier in the year, we were seeing a high prevalence of physical aggression and fighting.  Actually, in 

latter reports, we found that the minor physical contact surpassed these areas later in the school year and 

that's fifth and sixth graders being as they are and they just loved to push and shove and poke and a lot 

of issues surrounding that.  So, a lot of, you know, low-frequency issues, you can see forgery, theft, we 

had a couple of those, nothing too frequent there.  So, the primary area where we've discussed as a team 

that we need to target is with those physical kind of acting out behaviors with fighting and pushing and 

shoving.  On the next slide, we found some patterns.  Our lunch periods are right around 10:35 and then 

we have another one starting right around 11:25.  Those are our fifth and sixth grade lunches combined.  

Our last lunch of the day with fifth graders, we had really no discipline issues during that lunch, they're still 

little and they want to please and really not too many problems there.  The other big spike that you'll see 

at 3:00 was with the bus.  We realized early in the game that we needed to do some additional instruction 

for our bus drivers.  One of the complicating factors with the bus is that our Hillcrest students ride the bus 

with the middle school students.  Middle school students sit in the back, Hillcrest kids sit in the front.  It 

causes some issues and Rose will talk to you in a little bit about some of the training that we provided for 

our bus drivers to make sure that they were reinforcing behaviors that we want to see on the bus.  I 

believe Scott is going to talk a little bit about our data analysis information. 

SCOTT PATRICK: Okay.  From a classroom teacher's perspective, this is really exciting because at the 

beginning of the year before it was all rolled out, they took us all onto a room, they sat us to computers 

and said, "Take this survey, tell us what you think about the school within the confines of what the survey 

is asking you and then we're going to get together, and we're going to look at it all and try to figure out 

what we need to do to help our students succeed academically by addressing the behavior."  Now, there's 

a lot of information up there, so to make it easier, what we're going to be looking at are four key areas.  

The school-wide within the classroom, non-classroom areas like the hallway, cafeteria, others like that, 

and within the individual areas.  We'll be looking at areas that the teacher staff as a whole identified as 



being in place, things that we could look at and build on, and also things that were a high improvement 

priority.  And what you're going to see which is really interesting and supports school-wide is that each 

improvement priority area in all four settings be it school-wide, be it in a classroom, non-classroom like 

hallway, or as an individual, all landed themselves to the process that PBIS would eventually offer us as 

we begin to implement the Tier 1; and you'll be able to see it as we move through.  Within the school-wide 

features, we already had what we believed to be a very positive and clearly stated student expectations 

and rules to find.  They were originally called the Rules of the Hill.  And we've eventually adapted those to 

meet the expectations of the school-wide and PBS.  But an area -- and you'll see, it's something that is 

addressed through the set up of school-wide is consequences for problem in behaviors.  Teachers 

weren't sure in some cases as was referred to you before, students that didn't do their homework, what 

consequences do I have to address this?  So, most of the time, within the staff, it was a lunch detention.  

That was they go to decision for the most part and what school-wide would eventually offer us, is a step-

by-step system.  Well, let's not look immediately for the consequence, but let's look to see, you know, how 

can we teach or maybe re-address this behavior?  And most importantly, what we're learning with 

everything with homework for our age group five, six.  Is the homework really worth giving in the first 

place?  You know, really taking a look at self-reflection in that and are we really gaining anything from the 

homework that we're disciplining so regularly for?  Within the non-classroom environment, again, that's 

hallways, bathrooms, things like that are in placed was we felt that we had very clear set-up.  When you 

walk in to the cafeteria, students knew where they needed to go, this is where you get in to the lunch 

room, this is where you exit; this is where the garbage goes and things like that.  When you walk into the 

hallways prior to, people were comfortable, stay on the right, your volume should be down being 

respectful of all of the classrooms that are in session.  But again, we see the same pattern with the 

improvement priority from the staff survey.  So, when you rule this out to the staff, you look at them and 

you say, "You asked for this, remember?"  It goes to the school-wide expected behaviors applied to the 

non-classroom settings.  As a teacher, I had everything controlled within my classroom.  I knew exactly 

what I wanted and how I wanted it to be.  But when I walked through the hallway and maybe my 

expectations don't meet the expectations of the teacher down the hall.  And the students don't realize that 

and by fifth and sixth grade, we do have some switch teachers.  So maybe the expectations are changing 

from my room to the next room.  We all have the General Rules of the Hill but maybe the smaller things.  

Maybe I expected you to come in, sit down and put your materials under your desk.  Maybe another 

teacher expected you do to something different.  But with the implementation of Tier 1 with positive 

behavior support, we were all able to kind of come together and we ended up saving instructional time at 

the beginning by coming in and everybody having the same expectations now, "Okay.  You're going to 

come in, you're going to sit down, you have your materials and you have your 'I can' attitude," which is a -

- on our matrix that you'll see a little bit later.  And the students began to come and feel more comfortable.  

As I'm transitioning with my teacher partner, she's able to have the same expectations and then we get 

more done in the long run.  Within the classroom, like I had said before and I won't go over it, we had 



those clearly defined expectations, we call them the Rules of the Hill, they were adapted.  But the same 

pattern shows itself in the classroom, problem behaviors receive consistent consequences, our mindset 

and our focal point before the training that we've received here was based mainly around the idea of the 

consequence.  You see, it keeps coming back up and up and up again.  We wanted to begin to look at 

this and say, "Well, let's look at this behavior now," not as how can we create a consequence to it, but 

how can we look at it as curriculum using everything we learned already with Character Education with 

the blending of the two programs and how can we teach the students what we want them to do before we 

simply give them the consequence, most notably lunch detention at that time.  And within the individual, 

we -- it was referred to already.  We have a wonderful community and the individuals come with a really 

nice set of appropriate involvement and they want to be involved, you get them involved and everything 

works better.  But lending to what we are looking for again with our high improvement priority, we wanted 

the behavior support team to respond promptly to students in their problem behaviors.  It was a -- it was a 

lapse in communication.  We had the classroom teacher and then without the tiered structure, the positive 

behavior support was offering us, on the communication was having -- it came back but the 

communication didn't come back as quickly to the classroom teacher to say, "This is what happened and 

this is the set guidelines that we follow whenever we have a discipline referral of some kind."  And it really 

opened up those lines of communication through what we'd be in to implement the positive behavior.  

Just off of, again, everything that the teachers and the staff had asked for in the beginning.  So when you 

talk about teacher by-end, it's hard for me to say because I filled it out from my perspective as a 

classroom teacher.  It's hard for me to say, "Oh, no.  Here we go."  When I asked for it in the beginning 

through the survey, so it was a really nice thing to be able to look at. 

MAGGIE ZIMMER: So, as I've mentioned before, the risk items, bullying, harassment, poverty, illegal 

drugs and alcohol, and then the protection items being high learning expectations, teacher-student 

relationships, and a positive learning climate.  And again, we had a very strong protection factor that was 

going to help us in building the matrix.  The teachers saw this information at the same time we did.  And 

from this information we built our matrix and -- at the next slide.  The matrix was based on what we 

decided as a group would be respect for yourself, respect for others, and respect for property.  And then 

the five key areas -- the five common areas were the cafeteria, the bus, the hallway, the classroom, and 

the restroom.  And these were all decisions that were made on day one of the training. 

ROSEMARIE DVORCHAK: And something to really -- I think to reinforce is this was a total by-end from 

the teachers so, you know, my other two sessions that I've been listening to, the key component is you 

have to have teacher by-end.  They have to believe in it.  They have to have a voice in establishing it.  

And I think by the fact that we brought them altogether and had the entire -- the patent team come and 

address our entire staff.  And everyone had an opportunity for voice.  That increased our by-end because 

that was the time where those people had a chance to voice their opinions, maybe disagree, question 

some things; and then we were able to, as a group, iron it out and come up with a consensus.  Once we 

came up with that consensus then we were ready to move on because after all, everybody agreed to it 



because everybody was there and they were part of the process.  So then what we did was, we took that 

information of the respect yourself, others and property, and we came up with our little theme of Keys to 

the Castle - You Hold the Key.  And so we can go back to the -- yeah.  On the expectation matrix, you 

noticed that there are a lot of similarities across that entire matrix and that wasn't intentional at the 

beginning.  At the beginning, we all put down and we worked in five different teams.  So, we broke the 

teachers up and said, "Who wants to be -- who wants to work about on the cafeteria?  Who wants to work 

with the keys to the bus?"  So, everybody selected a group, a setting, and they worked on those areas 

and then we came back together and shared it out.  What we started to notice that there were key themes 

across each one.  And so as we recorded them, we noticed too that there were a lot of discrepancies in 

the vocabulary, in the way it was being presented and shared to the children and to themselves.  So, 

that's where we started to hone in and to make those changes.  So, when we look at respect yourself, we 

always start off with the volume of the voice and later on you'll see the chart that I'm referencing.  But we 

had -- we had a lot of discussions about what the volume of the voice should be, with zero being silent.  

And we already had this chart in place; it just had to be tweaked.  But with zero being silent, one being a 

normal talking voice, two being a little louder and then three would be outside playground voice.  So, we 

had a lot of discussion about it particularly when we came to the hallway.  That has always been our 

problem area and the reason is, one of my expectations is that as fifth and sixth graders they're still 

children.  They still move as a homeroom from point A to point B.  Therefore, as they move from point A 

to point B they need to be escorted by their teachers.  My original staff of fifth grade teachers came from 

the K to 4 building.  So, they came from an elementary background.  My sixth grade teachers had taught 

for a number of years at the middle school.  Whole different ball game, kids are allowed to move on their 

schedule, at their own pace.  So, we had two different philosophies merging together trying to blend them.  

This building has been open for 12 years.  I began the building.  I opened the building.  As a former sixth 

grade teacher from a middle school teaching with that sixth grade team, so I knew what the conflict would 

be.  However, what I saw in the hallways where our infractions row was happening was the pushing, the 

shoving, all those type of typical adolescent behaviors that you see in non-structured areas; and that was 

what we needed to deal with, the noise level when the kids were walking down the hall.  Now, like Scott 

said, yes, in his room there was a procedure and the children would walk in a single file and be at a zero 

volume but that was not consistent across the building.  There were other teachers that were walking 

behind their kids as they were coming down like a heard of cattle and so, there were a lot of 

inconsistencies.  So that discussion really took up a bulk of our discussion time of which we came down 

to the final decision that zero can be measured, one cannot be measured.  How do you measure a one?  

Your one is not the same as my one, and so zero though is silence.  And there's no reason why children 

for one minute cannot remain silent either from the hallway, from going from their classroom to lunch, 

their classroom to a special or their classroom to another classroom.  So, the decision was made as a 

group that it would be zero.  As you look through each one of those, we talked what is expected in those 

particular settings and of course hands and feet to yourself typically is across three of those settings.  We 



talked about the care of the property.  We talked a lot about making sure that they're being responsible for 

picking up their items.  When you look at this matrix, I think you can identify an awful lot of character traits 

in here.  The character traits that we're teaching through our character education program, so they're also 

infused within this entire matrix.  And this matrix became what we shared out in that little yellow pamphlet 

that you have, that's what we shared with our parents in this -- during the school year so that the parents 

were aware of what the expectations were.  Now, we'll do a better job next year now that we have a better 

understanding of the entire program and we will start sharing out much earlier in our communications 

whether in our written communications and our verbal communications, so we're all consistent.  On the 

next slide I'd like to show you, this is our creation of the keys.  So we came up with Keys to the Castle, 

You Hold the Key.  And this too came out through a lot of discussion and mostly now, the core team is 

working on all of this.  And then we had the key with respect yourself, others and property.  It's a large 

poster that's framed in our main hallway.  So everyone sees this.  It's also in every classroom, but not as 

large.  This is quite large.  They -- every teacher has one as you walk in their room.  They have it next to 

their light switch in the same area of the classroom.  We also have the volume of your voices posted in 

every common setting and in the classroom.  This is the one that we had in place beforehand and then 

how to make some changes in order for it to reflect our School-wide information.  And so we made those 

changes specifically identifying where zero is, it's in the cafeteria during dismissal.  It's walking in the 

hallway and in the classroom unless otherwise instructed.  And then, of course, worked our way through 

so that the children could see and the staff what a one, two and three would be, where would those 

settings be located.  And then the visual at the bottom just showing the sound, the loudness of their -- 

their voice, what it would look like.  So our student roll out, when we did our roll out, we had to make sure 

that our students knew exactly what we expected from them.  After all, we did that with the staff and they 

understood what was expected from them so we needed to make sure we had lesson plans in place.  

And we decided instead of teachers doing the lesson plans, the core team, in order to maintain the 

fidelity, would actually design the lesson plan for each one of those settings.  And so as a group, we just 

broke up and everybody took a piece and created those -- that setting.  We also wanted to make sure that 

when we roll this out to the children that the children were aware of what was expected from them.  So 

within the lesson plans, it's very clear and concise.  So in order to have the teachers teach that lesson 

plan, we had to roll it out to the teachers and demonstrate and instruct them on what is expected from 

them as they share it out to their children to ensure that there's consistency and continuity across the 

entire student body.  We had 32 classroom teachers teaching the same lesson so you can see where the 

discrepancies could easily happen and that there would be very little continuity.  So we needed to ensure 

that that was actually happening and would take place.  So once it was rolled out to the children, we 

explained it to the children, we talked to them -- well, actually we rolled it out first to the staff at our Staff 

Development Day.  And it was really -- it was going well.  We had a lot of new things to roll out that day.  

We actually had to roll out our School-wide to the staff.  This was the lesson plans.  We were rolling out 

RtII.  We were rolling out the Character Education Program.  We were rolling out all these initiatives in a 



short period of time and something happened that we didn't expect was a teacher who had been on 

sabbatical, when we rolled out our School-wide with the lesson plans and it came out about the zero in 

the hallway.  And quite interesting question, like why zero, why not a one?  And it was an interesting time 

because everyone else there had been part of the process, but this person had been on a sabbatical, had 

not been part of the process and didn't understand all that discussion that we spent a good hour at least 

on.  Now, we were revamping it, but it was important for it to come back out again and discuss it.  And, of 

course, then people started questioning, you know, because they couldn't remember back then, "Why did 

we say zero?  Why wasn't it a one?"  Well, at that point in time, I had to make the final decision and just 

say, "No, it will remain a zero.  A zero because it is measurable, one is not measurable.  One is up to the 

person to determine.  So we will maintain zero."  Of which that person later on, throughout the school 

year, came back to say, "You know, I'm sorry, I did that.  I didn't have the background knowledge and I 

truly understand now what zero means when you say zero.  And that's why it was decided upon."  So we 

created those look [inaudible].  We rolled it out to the children.  We rolled it out to the staff.  And part of 

our roll out was rolling out each one of the keys of each of those areas.  So part of what we did was make 

posters for each one of these settings.  So our keys to the cafeteria is framed and it is hanging in the 

cafeteria.  So each one of these, you'll notice is hanging in their specific setting.  So in the cafeteria, we're 

asking them to have a volume voice of one, a one being a normal talking voice, not yelling, just back and 

forth across the table.  You could see how our children are sitting.  They do sit eight to ten at a table and 

they are -- they are permitted to talk.  I encourage them to talk.  This part is socialization.  We want them 

to get to know one another and have those discussions and learn how to appropriately talk at a volume 

one.  We also have, you know, the volume zero during dismissal time.  That's an expectation, when we 

raise our hand, we expect all hands to go up and the volume goes down from a one to a zero and 

maintain the zero.  Now, we also are quite knowledgeable about young adolescents and aware that 

they're 10, 11 and 12-year-olds and to maintain a zero sometimes is difficult, so we built in a lot of 

reinforcers as we do this and that, we learned along the way.  The very beginning of the year, they were 

excellent.  These children were just like -- they were just following it to a tee and as you can imagine 

when Christmas comes, Christmas goes and January comes, we get a different type of child coming in 

now.  Now, they're a little bit more talkative.  So we had to come up and be a little bit more creative in 

what we did as far as reinforcers for that.  But at each one of our keys, we identify the expectation that we 

want to see that will reflect respecting yourself, respecting others, and respecting property in that 

particular setting.  So you could see Mrs. Banasick at that time was dismissing.  We were at a zero 

volume.  The children should be at zero, meaning silent, and we understand that sometimes the children 

might whisper to someone.  We try to purposely ignore some of those little behaviors, because it's not 

worth the fight, and we try to recognize the good behaviors.  I like the way this table over here is following 

zero volume, excellent job.  And I see another group of students over here who are modeling the keys to 

the cafeteria by and we also identify what they're doing.  Now, this is difficult to do on a daily basis and 

we're in all three lunches.  And there's at least three hundred kids in each lunch.  So you can imagine the 



noise level and you can imagine the energy that we're always giving that positive feedback of which I 

think typically human beings tend to look for the negative and focus on the negative and call it out rather 

than calling out the good.  So we've really had to even improve on how we identify positive behavior and 

call it out and recognize it.  Because we know when we do that, all the other children around stop, look 

and they try to get our attention because they want praise.  They really want to be recognized for good 

things.  So with the keys to the cafeteria that's interactive, it's formative because we're constantly giving 

that feedback and it's daily.  They hear it all the time.  Well, the bus -- all the bus.  And I've -- I decided if 

we can have every child have their parents drive them to school we would have one last problem in 

school.  And I think anybody works in this school would agree.  But the bus we knew, one of our problems 

was going to be explaining to our bus drivers because they're not in the school setting.  So what we 

decided we would do in October, we had an opportunity to invite them in and have a breakfast for our bus 

drivers.  Unfortunately, there was a conflict in interest in so they had to -- half of them went to another 

school, the other half came to us.  So we only had an opportunity to see half of our bus drivers.  But the 

half -- those -- the bus drivers that attended our breakfast were very receptive to the instruction we gave 

them.  We rolled out what School-wide was, what we were doing.  So we talked about sharing with the 

community.  It is important for them to be part of the process so we shared out how they can help and 

how this will actually help them on the bus if they follow the lead and they continue to practice handing 

out tickets to the children who they recognize are doing what they should be doing, catching them doing 

some good things particularly according to the keys to the bus expectations of behavior.  And so we had 

a cookie, we brought them in.  We explained it to them.  We're trying to gain that influence and we want to 

share with them the strategies that we know will be very successful for them.  Now, what we're going to 

do this year is during their mandatory bus driver assembly or their program we're going to go down in 

August and present to all the bus drivers whether or not they ride -- they drive our students or not 

because I think it's beneficial for all of them to hear it and to share what School-wide is and how 

successful it's been at our school and have some of the bus drivers talk about their successes on the bus.  

So that's another area that we addressed.  Then in the hallway, if you notice there's a sign hanging and 

there are signs throughout the hallway that identify the expected behavior that we'd like to see them 

modeling.  Now what we do is when we're walking in the hallway Mrs. Banasick and I will be walking 

down.  We always carry our tickets.  We have our little Noble Knights Tickets 200 Club tickets in our little 

pockets and as we're walking down the hallway or in any setting and we see an entire classroom 

modeling the keys to that particular area and we're looking really for the cafeteria or for the hallway.  We 

will recognize that room by giving the kid -- just giving kudos first to the children recognizing what it is 

they're doing well, calling in out, naming it, saying exactly what they're doing and we use the words that 

are on the poster and then when the teacher is there we say, "This is what we'd like to do.  Your 

classroom has just earned a popcorn party, an Xbox party or they earned a game day party."  So any of 

those type of group contingency rewards -- reinforcers.  And so we try to recognize them in the hallway 

because we know once we do that the other kids start to hear about it because we announce it and then 



they get an opportunity to also practice and hope that we see them doing the same good things in the 

hallway.  So in the classroom, this is where it becomes a little more personal.  First of all, it's universal.  

Every teacher has this posted in their classroom and every teacher according to their classroom, you 

know, their lesson plans will roll this out but then there are also post -- they all have a way presenting it in 

their own personal way.  So this is that personalization where we expect the teachers to find a creative 

way to talk about it, to reinforce it and to re-teach it.  So we do have the keys to the classroom once again 

noticing, it always starts with the volume of the voice and it's -- in the classroom it's zero or a one because 

we said its zero if your teacher -- you come into the classroom it should be a zero, when you're sitting 

they're working, one if your teacher says, "Yes, go ahead and talk, talk in small groups this a volume 

one." And that's the expected volume that we should see.  And of course, talking about respecting others 

and property.  When you go to the restroom, once again, as you walk into the restrooms, the first thing 

you see as you walk in are the keys to the restroom.  One thing that we are going to include is additional 

posters within the restroom above where they wash their hands and where they throw their paper towels 

just that constant reminder about what the expectations are inside a place that typically we don't get to 

see all the time.  And so it's that ownership and it's that interdependence, you know, they're dependent 

on, you know, it's the fact that everyone is independent but they're working together to make it successful 

and it's also visible.  And so we talked about some of the motivations that we provide for the children.  We 

do have the popcorn parties and I'll bring down the big popcorn machine, put on my hat, make popcorn 

for the kids, takes me about 15 minutes, make the popcorn, leave it there and I leave and we have the 

board game parties.  We have the Xbox, and all of these things were purchased either through our PTA 

which I have a $2500 account with my PTA that they put aside for my Noble Knights 200 Club from our 

fundraisers that I'm allowed to and I use to purchase all the reinforcers for the year or through our grant 

that we originally received.    So we use some of that for some of these reinforcers.  It's the Xbox 

experience.  You see it on the right.  A class earned that so they came down to play it.  And of course, 

you know, we have our little containers in the cafeteria in order to recognize our classrooms as they're 

standing and moving in zero volume, you know, you have to always keep it ever changing and change it 

up a little bit.  And you depend on your data in order to determine what you need to do next.  Well, after 

Christmas time we recognize that, "Gee, we need to start changing it up in the cafeteria because it's the 

same old, same old thing."  So, I just rolled out something new to the children saying, "You know, I'm 

going to start -- we're going to start looking as you stand up and we call your room numbers and you're 

lining up with your teachers about zero volume.  So every room that we recognize we have your slip with 

your room number on it.  We're going to put it into a container and on the seventh day we are going to 

draw from that container and that group of students will get to select from a bingo board of one of the 

reinforcers."  So I brought in a wheel and play Bob Barker and started to spin the wheel, you know, I'd first 

pull a room out and say, "Okay.  It's room 140."  Kids would all scream, "Okay.  Who's -- let me get a 

representative to come up here and spin the wheel."  They'd spin the wheel and then on the board they 

would look and see, "Oh, I got number 10."  Well what's number 10, what's the reinforcer?  It could be 



anything like a popcorn party.  It could be extra time in the gym, try to find a lot of free things, a lot of 

activities that they could do with their teachers or they could do that they're looking forward to that would 

not cost a lot of money.  Some of them were pizza parties that I ended up paying a lot out for but those all 

came from my account through my School-wide program.  So, you know, there's always ways to find 

those reinforcers.  I wrote letters to Target, our local Target.  And I believe all Targets really have a heavy 

emphasis on giving back to their community and education.  So I wrote a letter to them asked for gift 

cards, explain what I was doing and received a number of five dollar gift cards to Target in addition, to 

what I already purchased.  And then purchased throughout my community to try and help our business 

community, the independent business owners to try to get certificates and little coupons for the children to 

use to help them out too.  So it's a -- it's a back and forth type of system.  These are our tickets.  If you 

notice around the ticket, we infused the character education traits.  So when the child receives a ticket 

and that can be anytime, anywhere and what I've done is every week -- in my week at a glance I address, 

I acknowledge which 10 teachers after -- let me take it back.  We start off with everyone receiving three 

tickets at the beginning of the year for about the first two weeks.  Everybody gets three tickets to hand out 

because you want those tickets out in the hands of children to be put up on the Noble Knights 200 board.  

And because you want the kids to really buy in to this and then we start to wean them off of that.  So then 

I started to give it out to 10 teachers and I select different teachers.  I have a graph that I keep track off 

who gets the tickets every week.  When it's a holiday then I give it back out to all teachers because we 

usually have a Friday off or a Monday off so it's a shortened week.  I tried to give it out to all teachers get 

three tickets.  On the tickets, you'll notice that we infuse the character education traits.  So when you 

hand a ticket to a child it's not just about handing that ticket to that child and walk in away, it's about 

handing it to the child, acknowledging the behavior you observed and recognizing what trait it was that 

you were recognizing them doing.  "So Johnny, I was really thrilled to see that you were so responsible in 

making sure you brought in all those materials that I knew you, you know, you were concerned about I 

noticed you brought them in and some extra materials for your classmates that is so nice of you, I want to 

give you a ticket and here I've circled the responsibility."  So when it goes up on the board, you can look 

across the board and see what are children being recognized for?  Is it for responsibility, respect?  Is it for 

caring, perseverance?  What would it be?  And then I typically ask the children when they come down to 

put their numbers on the board, their tickets on the board, "Why did you receive this ticket?"  I have yet to 

hear, "I don't know."  They all know.  They can all tell me why they received their ticket.  That's my check 

on seeing how they're getting their tickets about that check on fidelity.  So the Noble Knights Board is just 

like a bingo board.  There are 200 numbers on there.  So I have two boxes.  The one box is you pick a 

number.  So when they come down, and we do this during lunch time because we found that was the only 

manageable time for us was at the end of lunches, either I call and say, "Mrs. Banasick will be out there 

to collect your tickets.  Who are the students who have received tickets?  How about you go out in the 

hallway and you redeem your tickets at this time?"  Or one of the other teachers will all go out there.  And 

they'll take -- they'll pick a number and they might pick number 25.  So they look at the board, they get 



tape, they put their name up on the -- their ticket up on the board.  That's the top ticket.  The second ticket 

goes in another container for a future drawing for a student and the last ticket goes into another drawing 

for a drawing for a teacher, because we want to recognize our staff members who are taking the effort in 

doing -- in handing out these tickets.  And so they'll put it up on number 25.  We have a celebrity book.  

We ask the children to sign their name and we have it separated by their homerooms, and we have them 

find their homeroom.  And it's separated by lunch periods and they can go in there and sign their name 

next -- or put their -- I have them put their number next to their name and it has a number of spaces for 

them.  So that's a celebrity book so we can keep record and data on how many children have received 

the ticket, who are they and how many -- who -- which students maybe have been overlooked.  We have 

some children that worked so hard at being recognized and we notice some of our teachers, you know, 

it's just human nature, you just kind of overlook some kids.  So it's an opportunity to share back to the 

teachers and say, "Hey, did you know that now we're halfway through the year and this child hasn't 

received anything?"  Is there any way is it -- that you're -- you know, sometimes the teachers will say, "I'm 

surprised, because they're always so good and they're always doing this."  So it's a matter of just saying, 

"Could you just look a little harder?  Maybe try to find them, catch them doing something good."  And so 

after they sign in their celebrity book, then when we have either a row, a column, an X, and it depends, 

sometimes I'll say, "Okay.  Now, we're going to fill up the whole board."  And the last person to put their 

ticket on really determines whether or not it's going to be a column or is it going to be a row that be -- that 

earns the mystery reinforcer.  Now, all along they're working for something; they have no idea what it is.  

It's the mystery reinforcer.  So it can be anything.  It can be they get to be the office helpers for a week, or 

it could be extra time at recess, or it could be an Xbox or it can be everybody on that whole column, which 

is 20, gets a $5 Target gift card or a $10 Walmart gift card.  So it can be anything.  They just never know 

what they're going to be receiving.  Around the Book Fair time, we always give out as our mystery 

reinforcers Book Fair coupons, $5 for them to spend at the Book Fair, because it goes back to our Book 

Fair and it stays within the school and I can ensure kids do get to use it.  Same thing with our school 

store, we try to infuse a lot of school store coupons so they can buy items in their school store.  So any 

way that we can keep it within the building, we try to do that.  So that's, you know, the Noble Knights, 

which is called the Principal's 200 Club, but we changed everything to go with our Noble Knights theme.  

And then of course we talked about lunch detention -- our lunch detention to lunch tradition.  This is 

where we change that room that used to be the lunch detention room, the negative room, to a positive 

room.  And inside you can see the children are sitting there papered it with a castle theme.  It looks like 

the inside of a castle and they get to go in there.  We recognize a table of students who at each one -- at 

each of the lunches is modeling the keys to the cafeteria, recognize them for the next lunch to go in the 

next day, bring their iPod, put it on, they can listen to their music, close the door, and they love it.  They 

earn -- I mean there are children there who say, "I don't want to be absent, because that's my day to go in 

to the -- to the nook."  And so that has been a great transformation.  And of course, our teachers count.  

So, you know, how do we reward our teachers?  Well, sometimes it's rewarding with a Panera gift card, 



maybe it's a Starbucks card, a get-out-of-school free card which costs me nothing but they get to get out 

of school right after the children leave.  And we know many -- they can use it any time throughout the 

school year that they would like.  And also, Jeans Day happens to be very popular.  So what we did was 

pull the teachers to find out what would they want because some of the items -- the last year when I was 

here, Laura Riffel gave some great ideas of teacher reinforcers.  And so when I shared those with the 

teachers, the teachers were like, "Special teaching or parking pass?  Nah, I don't think so.  I really have a 

really good spot.  I wouldn't want to park up front."  So they kind of dictated to me exactly what they would 

like and I tried to infuse that within the program.  And, of course, we hang the jeans up in the mail room 

and as they wear their jeans, they get -- they earn their jeans, then we put their name up there so that 

everybody can see who has earned a pair of jean -- a Jean Day.  And now we'll go on to a little bit with 

our -- oh, we're going to do a video.  Okay.  This is the video that three girls wanted to do something in 

the building to kind of support School-wide.  They're Sixth Grade students and they created their own 

video using iMovie to -- so that I can share this out with the students next year. 

[VIDEO BEGINS] MAYA:  Hello, my name is Maya.  My friends and I are here to show you the Keys to 

the Castle.  At [inaudible] Intermediate School, we encourage students to make Positive Behavior 

choices.  The keys are designed to teach respect, responsibility and safety here at school.  Now, if you're 

ready to see up close [inaudible] demonstrating these behaviors. 

CAROLINE: Hi, my name is Caroline.  And we're going to over to the Keys to the Castle.  In the clip 

you're about to see, we'll be going over the keys to the cafeteria.  In order to respect yourself, you should 

have a voice number one, your ID should be ready, and you should have a voice number zero for 

dismissal.  To respect others, you should have your hands and feet to yourself and you [inaudible].  Use 

kind words, please and thank you.  Sit in a correct spot and wait your turn in line.  To respect property, 

area cleaned up before you leave, trash thrown away, leave it better than you found it.  You hold the key. 

ANNOUNCER: Notice how these students go to a zero volume immediately, and they direct all their 

attention to the adult in charge.  Well, that's a great example to the Keys to the Castle in the cafeteria.  

They keep their hands and feet to themselves.  Their areas are cleaned up and all the trash is thrown 

away.  Wow, it definitely looks just like when they got there.  Remember, leave it better than you found it. 

HANNAH: Hi, I'm Hannah.  We're going to be [inaudible] the keys to the restroom.  Respect yourself, you 

should have voice number one, go right back to class after your done, and wash your hands thoroughly.  

Respect others, you should use kind words such as please, thank you and excuse me.  Clean up after 

yourself and respect the privacy of others.  To respect property, you should use the bathroom clutter and 

graffiti free, even better than you found it.  You hold the key. 

ANNOUNCER: Do you see how she's thoroughly washing her hands?  See, even using the bathroom 

products sparingly.  The bathroom is clutter and graffiti-free.  Her trash is thrown away under the sink.  

She holds the key. 



MAYA: Thanks anyway.  We're doing the keys to the hallway.  To respect yourself, you should get a voice 

zero and look where you're going.  Stay on the safety [inaudible].  To respect others, you should keep 

your hands and feet to yourself and walk in a single file line.  To respect the property, hallways are 

[inaudible] keep the hallways trashless and graffiti-free.  Only open your own locker.  You hold the key. 

ANNOUNCER: Do you see how they're walking in a volume zero?  The artwork on the walls is 

untouched.  Notice how the halls are clutter and graffiti free.  They're allowing others to pass.  These 

students are also walking in a zero volume, in a straight line into right of the hall.  They hold the key. 

CAROLINE: Hey, everybody.  I'm back.  In the next one, we're going to be seeing students doing the key 

to the classroom.  To respect yourself, you have to use voice number zero or voice number one if the 

teacher asks you.  You have you put a positive I-can attitude.  And bring all the materials that you need 

for the class.  To respect others, students have to take care of their own property and use kind words 

such as please, thank you, and excuse me.  To respect property, you have to care for your own and 

other's property and leave other property untouched.  You hold the key. 

ANNOUNCER: Wow, look at these students working hard.  They're keeping their hands and feet to 

themselves and they have their volume zero.  They're leaving others' property untouched.  Wow, look at 

these students.  They are sure working hard.  They've brought a positive I-can attitude to class.  They 

have a voice zero and a voice number one in case they need to ask one of their classmates or the 

teacher for help.  They brought all the materials that are needed to the class.  They're taking care of their 

own property and leaving others' alone.  If they need something, they're using kind words such as please, 

thank you or excuse me. 

HANNAH: It's me again, [inaudible] keys to the bus.  To respect yourself, you should use voice number 

one, kind words, say things appropriately [inaudible].  To respect others, you should use your hands -- 

[inaudible] your hands and feet to yourself.  Use kind words such as please, thank you, and excuse me.  

[inaudible] respect property, you should have the bus trash and graffiti-free, [inaudible] and keep your 

belongings to yourself.  You hold the key. 

ANNOUNCER: Notice how the kids are staying at a volume one and they're letting the bus driver focus on 

driving.  They're respecting their property and others' property too.  They hold the key. 

STUDENTS: Special thanks to Mrs. Dvorchak, Mr. Littman.  Created by Maya P, Caroline T, Hannah K. 

MAYA: From each of us, you can do [inaudible] to have the same great experiences we did.   

HANNAH: And even if we're going to middle school, we're hoping that the keys to castle will be 

[inaudible].   

CAROLINE: ood luck.  Believe in yourself.  And remember… 

STUDENTS: You hold the key. 

ROSEMARIE DVORCHAK: So, as you can see, I think those three students truly understood the Keys to 

the Castle and wanted to make a video production for all to see and for us to share for the next year to 



roll out.  Which we will do.  We'll call the girls back from the middle school and ask them to be part of our 

presentation to the fifth grade students when we roll out this video, so that they can actually -- the children 

can see them there presenting it and also answering any questions.  And I think it'll have a little bit more 

validity and a staying power with them.  We also want to say at the end of our presentation in the packet, 

we have information and some samples from our survey that we did.  We did a survey for students at the 

end of the year and for staff members to gain their feedback as to that data which will help drive our 

School-wide program for the next year and take a look at what we may -- might need to change or to do a 

little better job on communicating.  So, at this time, I'd like to thank everybody for attending.  If you have 

any questions, we'll be here to answer them.  So, thank you very much. 


